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MARKS

One small film for man;
One giant leap for man’s Mind”

Filmmaker,
writer,
lecturer,
and
TV/radio
host

After a colorful career in live stage
acting, TV, talk radio, and travel
throughout the world, she’s written
and directed a movie that will have
its exclusive premiere on March 21
in Sarasota. Mind the Gap tracks the
journey of an actress performing in
off-Broadway shows when her husband suddenly leaves. A single mother facing a pending divorce, she’s at
a loss as to what direction her life is
taking. Ilana describes the dialogue is
fast paced with humor and depth.
It’s a comedy, but balanced with
profound deeper content.
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A

FTER A COLORFUL
CAREER in live stage
acting, television,
live talk radio show in
Boston, and travel throughout the world
with a lot of life experiences sprinkled,
Ilana Marks, a writer and filmmaker,
resides in Sarasota where she wrote
and directed a movie that will have its
exclusive premiere on March 21 at the
Parkway 8 Cinema. The story line of Mind
the Gap tracks the journey of an actress
performing in off-Broadway shows when
her husband suddenly leaves. A single
mother facing a pending divorce, she is
at a loss as to what direction her life is
taking. Ilana describes the dialogue is
fast paced with humor, depth, and music
by amazing musicians. It is a comedy but
balanced with profound deeper content.
Following the movie will be a Q & A with
the director, cast (including Tanya Christensen of Sarasota), and crew.
Born in South Africa, Ilana trained at a
private London drama school after high
school studying live acting, film, radio,
and television. She later went to Jerusalem where she lived in a kibbutz. She
ventured to Boston in 1985 despite never
having been to America and not knowing any Americans. She did a lot of live
stage acting before she became pregnant
with her daughter. Since she could not
perform live acting any longer, she wrote
and directed children’s theatre.
A commercial FM radio station asked
her to host her own radio show conducting political interviews, moderating debates, discussing social issues—but the
time slot was very early in the morning.
Thinking no one would be listening to a
show discussing politics at that hour, she
credits her father, who was visiting from
London, who suggested she have a live
call-in show to talk about dreams, holistic, spiritual, and creative topics. On the
first day, she says, the lines were jammed
since nobody was speaking about these
topics publicly. Her show was the first in
New England and she interviewed people
such as the Dalai Lama, Deepak Chopra,
and Kenny Loggins. Her boss called her
the “Oprah of Boston.”
“A young listener offered to livestream
the show to international audiences. I
was invited to lecture all over the place.
I took my two daughters out of school for
three months and we traveled five continents sharing my story. I returned to Boston for three more years. I was pregnant
with my third child. The weather was
bad. In 2005 I moved to Sarasota where
I continued my radio show and was on
radio for two years in Englewood.”
In describing Mind the Gap, Ilana says,
“The title of the film is, like the film itself,
multi-layered. It’s a play on a concept
ranging from the underground trains in
London in a literal sense to the psychological, spiritual, electrical, and quantum
gaps that underscore the playfulness of
the film. In 2004 the concept of Mind the
Gap came to me in a dream. I started writing it as a stage play but eventually decided on a screenplay. I put it aside a while
since I couldn’t find the ending (which
has a secret twist). I rewrote it 21 times. At
the end of a 10-day silent retreat I had the
clarity to write the ending. The film has
hilarious eccentric characters, but with a
deeper meaning, too. I had interest from
Hollywood, but didn’t feel confident that
the integrity would come through.”
Ilana says, “I hope people at the Sarasota screening appreciate the film for
what it is—wholesome, unique, organic.

Since indie films operate on a shoestring,
the film was co-produced with Valencia
Motion Pictures with Emmy Award winning cinematographer Anthony Realmuto. The actors are from Los Angeles, New
York City, and all over Florida.”
“It is both fun and exciting working with
Ilana. Her keen insight brings a unique
perspective to every situation—from interviewing politicians on the day-to-day
issues we face to conversations with spiritual leaders diving deep into the mystical
nature of our being. Watching her work is
truly something to behold,” says Lauren
Clough of Lauren Clough Photography.
“Being a part of, or a witness to, these
conversations is such an adventure—with
the exciting discoveries of those ‘a-ha’
moments punctuated throughout. With
this keen insight also comes a light and
refreshing sense of humor. I can count on
our time together to include lots of laughter. Working with Ilana is always an enlightening and entertaining experience!”
Ilana’s goal is to have as many people
view the film as possible. “Science and
math underscore the story. I am working
with a scientist mathematician because
science and math intersect in the storyline. The film offers discussion points
about thinking about life in a deeper way.
My motivation has always been to share
high consciousness, thoughts, ideas, and
helping people see unity of everything
and how to live together in harmony.”
The film was shot in Florida, New York
City, and London. A press release says,
“MTG offers several empowering roles
for women, as well as for traditionally
under-represented minorities as it transcends, age, race, and gender demographics with its powerful universal message.
MTG has received glowing review from its
packed-house sneak peek preview audience in Orlando (in 2018), as well as from
Hollywood industry professionals.”
Even though Ilana is still working with
the editor on credits, on a trailer of the
film, and responding to emails from cities including Denver, Boston, New York
City for screenings, she is also researching distribution methods after the
Sarasota screening. She says all movies
especially smaller budget films are in a
state of flux due to Internet streaming.
She has not offered the film for distribution, but is confident that the right person will be interested and that the movie
will be shown in other outlets. Her preference is for a slow rollout in other cities.
Ilana’s family of a homemaker mother,
father, who was director of a clothing
manufacturing company (but was also
a talented photographer), and the three
children left South Africa during the
apartheid regime for London. She has
three daughters: Nadya, an oil and face
painting artist who lives in Sarasota;
Anna, an event planner who lives in
Brooklyn; and Rachel, a student at Pine
View High School. Ilana enjoys yoga, the
beach, spending time with her children,
writing for fun, meditation—and sleeping outdoors under the stars. She also
speaks four languages.
Ilana lives by the inscription at the
Temple of Apollo at Delphi: Know Thyself. Her interpretation of this Greek aphorism is “get out of your own way.”
n Tickets for this one-night-only exclusive
screening and more information can be
found at: www.mindthegapfilm.com.
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